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Dear Authors, 

RUSNI HASSAN, Ibadurrehman Patel 

It is our pleasure to inform you that, after the peer review of your paper titled “Exploring the 

Financial System of Madrasas in Gujarat with Focus on Sources of Funds and Its Utilizations’’. 

ID no. 168 it has been accepted for the publication in Lecture Notes in Networks and Systems, 

Springer Nature’s book. The Book entitled ‘Business and Technologies: Opportunities and 

Challenges’’.  It is indexed by SCOPUS.  

You are requested to submit the following by 20/10/2021. 

1. After you address the reviewers’ comments below, you are kindly asked to make sure the Camera-

Ready paper are prepared according to the Springer LNBIP 

guidelines: https://www.dropbox.com/s/72phsctr8nnaxdd/Springer_Template_ISEBT2021_ISEBT_

2021_2n2bC48K8H.docx?dl=0 

2. When preparing the camera-ready paper, authors should add their details (names, affiliation, 

ORCID, email etc.) on the first page of the paper and indicate which is the corresponding author. 

3. Authors should fill in, sign and submit the following copyright 

form: https://www.dropbox.com/s/voxgvpdtu0s266p/ICBT2021__copyrightform_v1.docx?dl=0 

4. Submit a folder containing both the camera-ready paper and the copyright form to the following 

email: icbt@embta.com  

5. Please make sure that at least one author registers and pays the fees to secure a slot for their 

presentation in the conference program. 

 
Kind regards,    

The ICBT2021 Organizing Committee 

EMBTA 

Istanbul - Turkey 

www.embta.com 

icbt@embta.com 
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Reviewers’ comments  

 

  

Thank you for choosing me as a reviewer for the paper entitled (Exploring the Financial System of 

Madrasas in Gujarat with Focus on Sources of Funds and Its Utilizations). I feel this is an interesting topic.  

I suggest Accepted with the following corrections:  

1) Expand your introduction. The introduction: The author(s) must introduce the drastic amendments 

to the introduction, so you have to rewrote it highlighting the significance of your study, why we need it, 

the research gap on which the research is based, important findings, and study framing. 

1) The Abstract too long please make it short and at the point. The abstract should fully and clearly 

express the goal, subject of matter, methods and conclusions.  

2) I recommend to cite more recent literature review (2019 and 2020) 

3) Conclusion part: In this section, I would recommend to express clearly the contributions in 

different fields, academic and managerial. 

 

 

Registration and fees: 

Online registration is open; for fees and you can pay through the following methods: 

1- Pay online through ICBT2021’s website (online payment): www.embta.com  

 

2- Bank Transfer to:  

Name of Beneficiary:  EUROMID ACADEMY OF BUSINESS EKNOLOJİ DANIŞMANLIK LİMİTED ŞİRKETİ 

IBAN: TR22 0020 5000 0971 5083 1001 01 

Account Number: 97150831 

Bank Name: KUVEYT TÜRK KATILIM BANKASI A.Ş. 

Bank Address: Başakşehir Mah. Toros Cad. Artterium 6.Kısım No:6, Istanbul, Turkey. 

Swift Code: KTEFTRIS 

Notes: After you pay online or send a Bank transfer, plz send a copy of your receipt payment 

to icbt@embta.com  

 

3- Western Union  
You can contact us by email to send you the details. 
 
 
Note: the registration and payment deadline is October 25, 2021 
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